Minutes

IIPF SC. 12.18.19
Present. Colleen, Sue, Karen M, Pat Hedegard, Carla, Stefanie

Absent – Lea

Karen moved to approve minutes, Colleen second, all in favor.

FDC - Hedegard - waiting for supervisor reports from Colleen on SA review. She will send in this week.
SA seminar - 8 applicants for Supervision seminar. Pat hasn’t seen the list yet

Mentoring new teaching analysts - make sure the mentor knows that they are to have contact with prospective analysts. Michele R taught once and needs to teach a second time. Monica has taught twice. Once with Sue and once with Jill. There were tech difficulties

CPC. - Karen wants to be on agenda to meet with new candidates as CPC. To explain how all this works. She would like to be with them in person or via zoom. One hour with new candidates Michelle K clarified and will carve out that time. Before summer Karen will also meet with them

Curriculum. - Michelle K. Finished spring 2020 curriculum. Assignments and faculty in place. Hoped to get a start on discussing entire year program.

Colleen. Candidates write two objectives for own independent study. These are not for APA guidelines. The ctt ee will write two general objectives.

Michelle will send guidelines for writing objectives to Colleen and Sue. Colleen and Sue will write to the candidates letting them know they have to write objectives for independent study

Candidates - Stefanie
Candidates requested mentors for independent study. They are invited to ask any faculty member to help them. Colleen wondered if some were reluctant to request a faculty member on their own. Stefanie didn’t know the answer to that.

Send topics to Sue and Colleen
2 page papers - put reminder on curriculum to send them in 24 hours prior to class
Faculty members not present during presentation of two page papers - Sue and Colleen would send notice a couple weeks in advance

SA. - Leah not present and no news
Admissions - 4 people have been accepted. One more person is being interviewed by Judy this week. Colleen interviewed this candidate last week. The committee will meet after the New Year.

We also need to reach out to Charles

GAM - Status of GAM group. After Carla ran the Nov group, the strong feelings form candidates and faculty that a consisted presence was needed going forward. Carla agreed to do the remaining weekends. We spoke with Jane who understood. She also volunteered to run the first year GAM group.

Carla - group doesn’t know yet that this will take place. The candidates will be informed in early Feb.

Candidates saying that faculty are absent. What is meaning of this? Candidates have regular contact with CPC and they seem to forget that. They also have their own analysts, What is going on that they seem to be regressing? Is it a response to graduating.

Carla and questions about the group as she goes forward. This group discusses themes and important details.

Next Meeting Jan 15, 2020
Sue cebulko